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What is retrenching, what’s it got to do with tree care, and why should I care?
I’m glad you asked! Dictionary definitions of ‘retrench’ include: To live at less expenses; To confine,
limit or restrict; To cut off, pare away; To reinforce. The term has been used in literature and in
relation to trees and their care in Great Britain since the 1700’s.
What does the British Standard say? They’ve been at this longer than we have.
“Retrenchment pruning is a phased form of crown reduction, which is intended to emulate the natural
process whereby the crown of a declining tree retains its overall biomechanical integrity by
becoming smaller through the progressive shedding of small branches and the development
of the lower crown (retrenchment). This natural loss of branches of poor vitality improves the ratio
between dynamic (biologically active) and static (inactive) mass, thus helping the tree as a whole to
retain good physiological function… The pruning should be implemented by shortening heavy, long
or weakened branches throughout the crown, while retaining as much leaf area as possible and
encouraging the development of new secondary branches from epicormic shoots or from dormant or
adventitious buds.”1
What does the ISA BMP on Tree Risk Assessment say about retrenchment?
“Tree risk assessors should resist the ultimate security of risk elimination based on tree removal and
consider possibilities for retaining trees when practicable… Over-mature trees in natural settings may
reconfigure as they age and deteriorate, a process sometimes called ‘natural retrenchment’. They
may continue to grow trunk diameter while branches die and fail—reducing overall height of the tree
and increasing stability. Where tree risk is a concern, tree risk assessors can imitate this process by
recommending crown reduction.” 2 (page 43)
Is retrenchment by crown reduction the same as ‘topping’? Let’s compare these two practices:
RETRENCHMENT BY CROWN REDUCTION

TOPPING

Retains enough foliage to
maintain tree health

↔

Removes too much foliage,
starving the tree

Releases gradual sprouting
from interior nodes

↔

Forces panic sprouting
internodally or near wounds

Endocormic growth from
dormant (preexisting) buds is
well attached, with buttressing
at base of sprouts

↔

Epicormic growth from
adventitious (newlyformed)
buds is weakly attached, with
no buttressing

Smaller wounds where tree
can compartmentalize

↔

Large wounds at poor
locations, causing rapid decay

If crown reduction or retrenchment requires heading cuts, doesn’t that make it wrong?

For young trees to grow as large and fast as possible, ‘heading’ cuts to small laterals or buds are only
made on temporary branches, while reduction of permanent branches leaves a lateral large enough
(~1/3 diameter or greater) to assume apical dominance and spur outward growth. For mature trees,
growing outward is not the objective. Maintaining health and value while lowering risk is what we
are after. Other rules of thumb apply, such as: “Size can be maintained most effectively if the plant is
pruned as it starts to reach the acceptable size” and “(If the lateral remaining is <1/3), the lateral
should be fairly upright (>60% from the horizontal).”3
What if the tree is in a mortality spiral, on its last legs, ready to go, an imminent, severe risk?
Dieback in a once-beautiful tree can be ugly and depressing. Dieback can be seen as part of a
mortality spiral, leading to removal and replacement. It’s easier to inflict death with dignity than take
on the uncertain task of revitalizing health, stability, and value, but “Old trees that are of low vigor
and have failing branches can often be kept healthy and attractive by removing the weak-growing
and dying limbs in their extremities, particularly their tops.”3 Old trees, unlike old people, can be
simultaneously senile and embryonic. (del Tredici) Mindful of the long-term processes involved,
arborists think in ‘tree time’, and choose conservation over condemnation.
Isn’t retrenching the same as restoration?
Not exactly. “Restoration: selective pruning to redevelop structure, form and appearance of severely
pruned, vandalized, or damaged trees.” 4 But old age isn’t really damage, and restoration indicates
that the tree will grow back toward its previous dimensions. Retrenchment is a natural process.
Retrenchment pruning selectively develops a new and smaller structure, form and appearance. Both
processes develop over time, but a retrenched tree is not expected to approach its pre-pruning
dimensions. As Ted Green put it, the tree is growing downward.
Does retrenching hollow trees fit in with Basic Tree Risk Assessment?
Yes and yes.
The 2006 CEU article titled Basic Tree Risk Assessment 5 “As a professional arborist, you
demonstrate competence and trustworthiness by looking at the trees’ strengths as well as their
weaknesses…Cavities greater than two-thirds of the diameter are sometimes considered “hazardous”
and a reason for removal, but with close monitoring and care, trees with cavities greater than 80
percent of the diameter have been managed for many years…while decay is spreading on the inside
of a tree, the development of woundwood can compensate, in part, for some of that loss of
strength…decay can be compartmentalized by a tree with adequate resources, the risk from decay
may be lowered over time by managing the soil to increase those resources.”
The 2012 TRAQ form called Basic Tree Risk Assessment 6 guides the user to consider the tree’s

strength in its response growth, and its adaptations such as corrected leans. (It’s the tree’s future at
stake, so isn’t it only fair to listen to and translate its body language?) There are 4 lines where
Mitigation options, and the Residual risk following each, can be listed. For instance, reducing the
crown of a moderate-risk tree would leave a low residual risk. A 15% reduction can increase the
stability of a branch 7 or a tree 8 by 50%. Improving soil structure, fertility and drainage would result
in an even lower residual risk. Comprehensively consider all reasonable options. Lessen liability
concerns. Sustain tree assets. All we are saying:

Give Trees a Chance!

Does retrenchment pruning go beyond the ANSI A300 Tree Care Standard?
No. Retrenching is 100% within the A300, when the objective is established, the requirements or
“shalls” are met, and specifications are communicated, Standard Operating Procedure:
SCOPE: An oak that is 6’ wide at the base. ~5’ of that is hollow. Extensive root damage.
OBJECTIVE: Reduce the load and the risk by retrenching the crown. Lower maintenance.
SPECIFICATIONS:
1. Remove all dead branches >1” diameter.
2. Reduce downward and horizontal segments of overextended branches, clearing the branches below
by 2’-4’. Cuts <3” to upright laterals, <8% total foliage
3. Thin crowded branches back to the collars. <4% total foliage, <3” cuts
4. Reduce declining leaders 3’-6’. Smallest cut possible, near vigorous growth or buds.
5. In an area between 3’ and 20’from the trunk, use air/water tool to make holes 18” apart, >2” wide
and >12” deep. Force 50% compost/50% soil conditioner into the holes. Mulch with 2” woodchips.
What do 5 other working arborists have to say about geriatric trees that have given up the ghost?
“As old branches are shed in a process called retrenching, the tree gets smaller. This makes it less
vulnerable to severe weather conditions and therefore means that it can survive for longer.”
“Retrenchment is a natural process whereby an old tree dies back to a smaller, lower crown.
Stagheaded oaks are classic examples of early stage retrenchment.”
“Retrenchment can be caused by storm damage. It can also be encouraged by crown reduction while
retaining all low branches.”
“Trees eventually mature so their risk of failure reaches a threshold that some mitigating action must
take place. For conservation arborists, this is where retrenchment pruning comes in.”
“Retrenchment pruning to trees…encouraging growth lower down in the canopy and reducing the
weight of the branches carried by the tree to lessen the chances of it splitting apart.”
How serious a defect is interior decay? This thing’s rotten to the core, and look at the bugs!
When interior decay is noticed, non-arborists who never took Biology 101 react with shock and
horror. Arborists understand that taproots naturally shrivel up and decay, as the buttress roots
deny them air and water while taking over the support function. No longer needed, taproots are shed,
and decay moves up to digest the metabolic waste that was dumped in the heartwood. This may
affect the value of the log as timber, but it does not affect the landscape value of the living tree.
Whether and when and how much this interior decay affects stability is anybody’s guess.
What about the 1/3 Rule for trunks: >2/3 of the trunk area has decay, isn’t it a high risk?
In 1996, Lothar Wessolly assessed 2096 trees and reviewed the data behind that rule, concluding
“The size of the actual cavity (alone) provides no information on the safety of the tree. The transfer
or generalization of this diagram to street trees is scientifically inadmissible.” 9
In 2006, Jerry Bond took a good look 10 at the research data on trees that seemed to support this
Rule. First, he found no data for applying this rule to trees >36”dbh. None.
Second, the Rule ignores height, wind exposure, species and other factors. Bond’s conclusions:
“The ratio t/R <.3 can no longer be used by itself as an index of trunk failure potential. Trees can
tolerate extremely large amounts of internal decay without necessarily incurring adverse effects on
their stability.” 10
The physicist who developed the resistograph calls overreliance on this 1/3 Rule “Voodoo”.

Look at the decay in the sinuses of this train wreck? How bad is it?
Sinuses are concave areas between supporting tissue, such as buttress roots. Sinuses are wounded as
the bark of the spreading buttress roots folds inward, just as bark gets “included” in codominant
branch unions. Sinuses degraded by microbial or insect activity should be cleaned and treated. Since
the buttresses support the tree, sinus problems are typically not structural problems. Decline over
time can divide the buttresses, which then function independently. Many trees in Europe aged 600
years and more have room inside for a dozen people to dance, and a good poker game, too.
What about target rating? Kids walk under this hollow tree. It’s a ticking time bomb!
Children are generally kept inside during storms, dropping the occupancy rate of the target near zero
at those times when trees are prone to fail. From the BMP:
“The following items should be included in a detailed written report…occupancy rates… In
considering risk and mitigation measures, tree risk assessors should communicate the benefits of
trees as well as the consequences of losing them.
Guidelines should be considered a starting point and should be modified as needed so that they are
appropriate for the tree and site. While ‘likelihood of failure’ guidelines are presented for individual
defects and in several cases, multiple defects; it is essential to consider all of the aggravating factors
as well as any mitigating factors such as adaptive growth in the tree.”
Where’s your data on retrenching decrepit hulks? What research can you cite?
Formal research on crown reduction of mature trees is nonexistent. Their unique nature and the large
number of variables involved make controlled replication impossible. Lacking research, we
extrapolated and applied 1/3 Rules to branches and to stems. When asked questions like “How can
this tree be pruned so it is safer?” we said we would NOT top the tree or make “heading cuts”.
Published guidance on pruning older trees is scarce in the US, so one must look abroad. 11
Ironically, when risk entrepreneurs condemn trees with heartrot, which was caused by pruning big
limbs to the collar instead of to small laterals, aren’t we killing the tree with pseudoscience and 1/3
rules? Retrenching is verifiably supported by references below and on our website. Respect your
elder trees. Send positive messages about tree care. Get more respect for the tree care industry!
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Ummmmm…I’m still not sure that retrenching hollow trees is a good idea!
That’s ok; thanks for listening anyway. One step at a time. Are you willing to send information and
pictures of hollow trees to bettertreecare@gmail.com ? We’ll talk with you about it, maybe suggest
some mitigation options. No charge, no obligation, FREE CONSULTATION (>3 min.)

